Mimi Robertson
Quali cations, Skills

Successes

My Subjects and Quali cations- My subjects would be Home Economics,
because I enjoy cooking and having independence in class. English,
because I enjoy the subject and I feel it would help me with future jobs and
P.E because I love to be active and it gives me the motivation to feel fit and
healthy.
My Golden Skills- I go to after school hockey. In Hockey I have learned to
use my communication skills, Teamwork and taking in feedback.
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QUALIFICATION

SKILLS

Home Economics
English
Science
Art
P.E

VALUES

Creativity

RESPECT
RESPONSIBILITY
RELATIONSHIPS
RESILIENCE

Communication
Being Active
Positivity
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I got a praise
postcard in modern
studies for a good
Scotland poster

I have starred in a
CBeebies show from
when I was 8 and
nished when I was
11

I used problem solving programming
the Sphero bots to go through a
course. I had to work out the steps
taken in order, and which direction
and how far the robot needed to
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Achievement Journey

I go to guides, I also
go to after school
hockey
I help every
Wednesday to pick
up litter in school
with my classmates

Mimi

Achievement Journey

The rst thing I made in home economics

Values In Action

How do you put your values into action?
I pick up litter every Wednesday for the school
at Pringle park, to help the environment, and I
try to carefully recycle things when I’m at home.
I am resilient in subjects (maths) even though I
don’t particularly enjoy it and I try to keep trying
when I’m struggling.

“What Next”
Ideas for my Future: I want to be a chef or and actress. I need to nd out what options would
make good choices for these.

“WHAT OTHERS SAY”
Family: determined , kind, supportive
Friends: Caitlin said I’m very supportive and respect others.
Teachers: Miss Parker says very hard working, polite and kind,
Miss Douglas says I am happy, enthusiastic, positive and get stuck in
to every task!
Others: Jay said I’m a great friend and I’m hardworking.
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